**N95 Face Mask ElasticTightener**

**Instructions for Use:** Intended for use with masks that have 2 elastic bands running along the back of the head. Intended to remove some of the slack in the elastic band on face masks which may result from extended and repeated use. Not intended to be a substitute for a properly fitting mask.

**Designed by:**
Erin Shircliffe @ 3dpDesignLab

---

**Step 5:** Pull elastic loop through the hole and wrap around the hook to secure.

**Step 6:** Repeat Steps 1-5 using Bottom Holes 1 & 2 to secure bottom elastic.

**Step 7:** Place over head and position as shown.

**IMPORTANT:** Be sure to perform all fit and safety checks after installing ElasticTightener. If the ElasticTightener prevents a proper fit, remove it.
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Step 1: Place ElasticTightener with hooks facing up. Position the center of the top elastic over Top Hole 1.

Step 2: Using Elastic Threader, poke elastic down through Top Hole 1.

Step 3: Pull elastic down through Top Hole 1.

Step 4: Push elastic up through the back of Top Hole 2.

Care & Use:
Made of 3D Printed PLA Plastic
Can be disinfected using:
- Rubbing Alcohol
- Mild Cleansers
- Soap and Water